This paper presents a new algorithm to implement causal ordering. Causal ordering was first proposed in the ISIS system developed at Cornell University. The interest of causal ordering in a distributed system is that it is cheaper to realize than total ordering. The implementation of causal ordering proposed in this paper uses logical clocks of Mattern-Fidge (which define a partial order between events in a distributed system) and presents two advantages over the implementation in ISIS: (1) the information added to messages to ensure causal ordering is bounded by the number of sites in the system, and (2) no special protocol is needed to dispose of this added information when it has become useless. The implementation of ISIS presents however advantages in the case of site failures.
Introduction
The notion of global time does not exist in a distributed system. Each site has its own clock, and it is impossible to order two events E1 and E2 occurring on different sites of the system unless they communicate. It is however often necessary to order events in a distributed system.
One possible construction of a total ordering of events in a distributed system is described in [Lamport 78 ]. It is built using logical clocks defined in the same paper. To progress however, the algorithm requires each site to have received at least one message from every other site in the system, which means systematic acknowledgements of messages.
There does however exist a weaker ordering than total ordering: causal ordering. The implementation of such an ordering needs less message exchanging (no acknowledgements like the ones above are needed), and can prove to be sufficient in some applications.
This causal ordering should not be confused with the causality in the definition of logical clocks, which we call here "causal timestamping". Let us give an example enabling us to distinguish causal ordering from causal timestamping. Suppose an event SEND(M0, corresponding to the site $1 sending message M1, and timestamped with logical time T1.
Suppose then a second event SEND(Mz), with timestamp T2, occurring on site $2 after $2 has received message M1. Lamport's logical clocks ensure that TI<T2. Thanks to this "causal timestamping", event SEND(M1) precedes event SEND(M2) for every site in the system which will ever know of these events. This does not say anything about the order in which the messages MI and Ms arrive at any given site in the system. Causal ordering of the events SEND(MI) and SEND(Ms) means that every recipient of both M1 and M2 receives message M1 before message M2. This is not automatically the case in a distributed system, as shown in figure 1, where site Sz gets message Ms before message MI, even though event SEND(M1) occurs before event SEND(Ms).
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Causal ordering is described in [Birman 87 ] and has been implemented in the ISIS system developed at Cornell University [Birman 88a ]. The implementation of causal ordering which we present here differs however from that of ISIS. It presents two advantages: (1) the information added to messages to ensure causal ordering of events is bounded (in the sense defined in section 4.2) by the number of sites in the system, and (2) the implementation does not require any complicated algorithm to clean up this additional information. The implementation of ISIS presents however advantages in the case of site failures. Causal ordering is also achieved through the conversation abstraction [Peterson 87 ]; this implementation however, uses explicit "send before" relations between messages, which is not the case in ours. The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: in section 2, we formally define causal ordering and show the usefulness of this notion. In section 3, we briefly present the idea of the implementation of causal ordering in ISIS. Finally in section 4, we develop a new algorithm to implement causal ordering.
Causal ordering of events
Causal ordering is linked to the relation "happened before" between events, noted "--,", which we classically define as the transitive closure of the relation R described below (to simplify, we shall speak of sites rather than processes). Two events E1 and E2 are related according to R, iff any of the following two conditions is true:
1. E1 and E2 are two events occurring on the same site, E1 before E2;
2. E1 corresponds to the sending of a message M from one site, and E2 corresponds to the reception of the same message M on any other site.
With the relation ---*, we can formally define the causal ordering of two events Ez=SEND(Mz) and E2--SEND(M~.), noted ElOpE2, as follows: In the example of figure 2, we have SEND(W1)--*SEND(W2)~SEND(Ws)~SEND(W4).
Precedence of SEND(Wg.) over SEND(Ws) is ensured by the sending of the token, since (1) SEND(W2)~SEND(token), and (2) reception of the token happens before SEND(Ws). The causal ordering ensures that every site receives the updates in the same order (i.e. the order in which they happened initially). So every site updates its local copy in that order, which ensures global consistency of the set of copies.
It is important to realize that this ordering between events in the distributed system is not a total, but only a partial ordering. To see this, just consider a second replicated data, modified independently from the first one, and controlled by another token. Let's note Xj the updates of this data. Causal ordering of the events SEND(Xj), ensures again that every site sees these updates in the same order. However, one site S may well receive first some operation Wl and then Xj, whereas a second site S' might receive Xj before Wi. This shows that causal ordering of events is weaker than total ordering. Construction of a total ordering is however more expensive to achieve in terms of number of messages exchanged. The low cost of the implementation of causal ordering makes it an interesting tool for the development of distributed applications. Note that in the example above, if W and X are independent, there is no need for causal ordering of SEND(Wi) and SEND(Xj).
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Figure 2. Handling of replicated data using causal ordering.
Implementation of causal ordering in ISIS
The implementation of causal ordering in ISIS is described in [Birman 87 ]. However, ISIS implements causal ordering together with atomic broadcasts (atomic broadcasts ensure that a broadcasted message is received by all sites that do not fail, or by none). For clarity, we shall only be interested here in the realization of causal ordering. The idea is the following: every message M carries along with itself every other message sent before M it might know of. To achieve this, every site S handles a buffer (noted BUFFS) which contains, in their order of emission, every message received or sent by S (that is, every message preceding any future message emitted by S). Sending a message M from S to any site S' will require the following actions: message M is first inserted into buffer BUFFS, a packet P is then built containing all the messages in BUFFS, and finally this packet is sent to the destination site S' of M.
When it arrives at S', the following actions are executed for every message in P: (1) if the message is already in buffer BUFF_S' (every message is given a unique id), it has already arrived at S' and is ignored. Else the message is inserted in BUFF S'; (2) every message in the packet, of which S' is the destination site, is delivered to S' in the correct order.
As an example; consider figure 1. The packet sent from site $1 to $2 (resulting from the emission of message Mx) contains, in order, messages MI and Mx. The packet sent from S~ to Ss (resulting from the emission of message M2) contains messages M1, Mx, and M2
(transmission of Mx is not necessary, but does take place if the algorithm described in [Birman 87 ] is respected). So message M1 is carried from site $1 to $3 over two different paths: <S1,Ss> and <S1,S2,Ss>. In this way, site $3 will always receive message M1 before message M2.
The algorithm, as described here, still has one major drawback: the information contained in BUFF S increases indefinitely, Some protocol must be added to retrieve obsolete messages from the buffers. The simplified idea is the following: periodically each site S independently builds a request packet P containing the ids of messages in its buffer BUFF S. Packet P is broadcasted to every other site. When some site S' receives the packet, it notes the source site S along with the identifiers (the corresponding messages must not be sent to S any more!) and acknowledges back to S. When S has received an acknowledgement from every site, the messages identified in packet P can be deleted from BUFF._S. This is because, if messages sent from S' to S are received in the order of emission, every message that could have been identified in P and nevertheless sent from S' to S meanwhile, will have been received by S before it receives the acknowledgement; afterwards, these messages will not be sent from S' to S any more. Note that the protocol initialized by S does not allow S' to delete messages from its own buffer: some message M identified in P could still be on the way to S', sent by another site S'. After deleting message M from BUFF__S', S' would not be able to recognize the replicated message M.
Another algorithm to implement causal ordering

Some reflexions on the violation of causal ordering
The basic idea of our algorithm is the following. Rather than carrying around with a message every message which precedes it, let's try to answer the following question when a message M arrives at a site S: will any message preceding M arrive at S in the future? If the answer is yes, message M must not be delivered immediately. It will only be delivered to S when every message causally preceding M has arrived. For the moment, let's try to answer an easier question: is it possible to know that the causal ordering has been transgressed when a message arrives at a site?
If we consider Lamport's logical clocks, we can state the following proposition:
Proposition 1: if the causal order has been violated, then there exists a message M,
timestamped T(M), which arrives at destination S when the local time T(S) is greater than T(M).
Proof: consider two messages M1 and Ms sent to S, such that SEND(M1)--*SEND(M2). It does not mean that the causal order has been violated, which shows that T(M)<T(S) is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for causal ordering violation.
T(SSl=X~ T(SSl=xs So there is no way of answering our second question about causality violation knowing only T(S) and T(M). The problem with Lamport's logical clocks is that they define a total order, whereas there exists only a partial ordering of the events in a distributed system.
A logical clock defining a weaker, partial order is the tool which will be sufficient to infer that the causal ordering was transgressed. This logical clock was recently proposed in We also define the ordering relation "<" between logical vector times as follows: VTI<VT2 iff
, for all i. This relation is trivially reflexive, antisymetric and transitive. Having defined relation <, it is possible to show that, given two events E~ and E~, then E1--*E2 if/ VT(E1)<VT(E2), where VT(E) is the value of VT(S) just after occurrence of event E on site S. In other words, events Ex and E2 are concurrent iff not(VT(E1)<VT(E2)) and not(VT(E2)<VT(E1)).
The logical time in the system being so defined, we now proceed to prove the following proposition: 
The causal ordering algorithm
We are now going to present our algorithm for achieving causal ordering. As in the algorithm described in section 3, we also associate with each site S a buffer, noted ORD BUFF__S, which will be sent along with the messages emitted by S. However, the contents of this Since, by lemma 2, VT is a time vector such that VT<VT(M), the pair (S2,VT) becomes obsolete after the insertion of the pair (S2,VT(M)). It follows that an ordering buffer contains at most (N-l) pairs, that is at most one for every site different from the site it is associated with.
Note that for the protocol to be correct there is no need to suppose that messages sent between two given sites arrive in the order in which they are emitted. If a message M~. was Proof of the algorithm. We can now proceed with the proof. We are going to show by induction on the events of destination site S that until message M1 sent by Si is delivered, none of these events is the delivery of a message M such that SEND(M1)--*SEND(M). We can thus infer that, as long as message M1 has not been delivered to S, no message happening after M1 can be delivered to that site.
Safety:
Liveness:
To complete the proof, we must still show the liveness of our algorithm, i.e. that in the absence of failures every message in the system is indeed delivered. To see this, consider the following sequence: message M1 is sent to $2, but arrives with a parity error; then M2 is sent but site $1 breaks down before retransmission of M1 is done. What effect does this have on the causal ordering algorithm? Referring to figure 6, we see that message M3 will arrive at site $2 together with a pair (S2,VT(M1)). If M1 is not delivered, M3 will never be! As a matter of fact, site Sz will never be able to communicate with site $2 again (meaning messages from Ss will never be delivered to $2), since every other message from $3 to Sz will pile up behind message Ms, waiting for message Mi. For the same reason, any site having received a message from site Ss will be prevented by the algorithm of communicating with site $2. This of course is not a satisfying way to implement causal ordering in the case of failures.
Solutions to this problem can be conceived, but, as we will see, they need some sort of rollback mechanism to be introduced (i.e. in figure 6 , for site Ss to recover a state preceding delivery of message M2). Let's note that the ISIS implementation resists to this kind of failure, since message M1 (which is at the heart of the problem) is sent to site $9. along two different paths: <$1,$2> and <S1,Sz,S2>, so that message Ms cannot arrive at $2 before M1.
This example clearly suggests that the only way to completely solve the problem of failures without rollback is an implementation like the one of ISIS. 
Conclusion
We have shown in this paper how pairs (S,VT), composed of the destination site of some message, and of a Mattern-Fidge logical time vector, make it possible to ensure causal ordering. Such a pair (S,VT) carried by a message M says that the message cannot be delivered to site S before the local time VT(S) has become greater than VT. Actually, the pair (S,VT) indicates that at least one message preceding M must still be delivered to S.
Compared to this, the implementation of ISIS forces any given message to carry along every causally preceding message in the system, whereas in our scheme, the message carries only some bounded information concerning their existence. On the other hand, we have seen that the implementation of ISIS does not need any special mechanism to treat failures, which can also be of advantage depending on the considered application. Actually a precise quantitative evaluation of the costs of these algorithms should be done. Depending on the characteristics of the application (semantics, real time aspects, etc...) the better suited algorithm could be chosen. We do not rule out the possibility of an algorithm combining advantages of both the ISIS system and our own implementation. Moreover, and independently from these considerations, we think that the proposed causal ordering algorithm will contribute to a better understanding of ordering problems in a distributed system, and, in particular, of the relation of causality.
